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Motivation

For some of the promising clock systems, one of the key

unsolved problems was the frequency shift of the clock transition 

due to the excitation pulses themselves:

• Magnetically induced spectroscopy of the transition 
1S0→

3P0 (in atoms and ions). Here both AC Stark and 

quadratic Zeeman shifts take place.

• Two-photon spectroscopy for S→S and S→D transitions 

for atoms and ions (AC Stark shift).

• Electric octupole transition (for example, in a single 171Yb+

ion) – AC Stark shift.

• Direct frequency-comb spectroscopy

How to help?!

It leads to the significant difficulties to use these transitions 

in optical clocks (at least for standards with 10-17 – 10-18).



Field shifts in the magnetically induced 

spectroscopy (MIS).

For MIS we have the following frequency shift:

Ip is probe field intensity, B is static magnetic field.

What to do with this shift?

The first (standard) solution:

The precision experimental measurements of the coefficients 

k and b, and the high-degree control of the values Ip and B.

The main problem for MIS is connected with AC 

Stark shift and quadratic magnetic shift b|B|2~1-10 

Hz and we can not apply weak magnetic field. 



Ramsey spectroscopy (field separated in time) of optical 

clock transitions.

Alternative approach:

Shift is present only during the excitation pulses. During the free

evolution period shifts equal zero. Therefore, the Ramsey like

excitations contain, in principle, information about unperturbed

clock frequency w0. How to extract and use this information?
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Maximal contrast of the central 

resonances (1) at 0=p/2. 

The top is shifted as:
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As rule: |/0|<1.

Thus, the central resonance is linearly (on ) shifted and the

use of Ramsey method does not look advantages, because

the information about unperturbed clock frequency w0 is

contained only in asymmetry of the resonance lineshape – it

is not suitable for clock operation.

The standard Ramsey scheme. Problems.
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Generalized Ramsey excitation 
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Let us consider more general case with different durations

of pulses (1 and 2). If at the beginning t=0 atoms are in

the lower level |g, then after the action of the two pulses

the population ne of atoms in the excited state |e can be

expressed as Taylor expansion in terms of the dimension-

less parameter (T)



where the coefficients a(j) can be expanded in the powers of '/0 in 

the following way: 

The occurrence of terms with even or odd powers only is the direct 

consequence of the symmetry of ne that does not change under the 

simultaneous substitutions →- and →- (it can be shown).



ne

0

Under |/0|<<1 we can use in a parabolic 

approximation (on |T|<<1) to find the leading 

approximation for the shift of the central 

Ramsey fringe



For the usual Ramsey scheme with 1=2=p/2 we find the expected 

linear dependence

In this case the dominating dependence of the shift on |’/0|<<1 

is now cubic:

For general case with 12 we have found that sometimes it is 

possible to have zero coefficient:



Thus, for the condition 

(1+2)=2p

the shift of the central Ramsey fringe is much smaller than 

for usual Ramsey scheme.

It can be shown that the maximal contrast (1) will be if

2/1=3 (or 2/1=1/3)
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Hyper-Ramsey #1 excitation 



Comparision HR#1 and standard Ramsey scheme (numerical calc.)

We see significant suppression (3-4 orders) of the 

field shifts in HR#1!
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HR#1. Main disadvantge

r=(1+2)/2p

What to do?!

Main disadvantage is connected with 

sensitivity to the fluctuations of the Rabi 

frequency 0, when we will have



Hyper-Ramsey #2
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Here we have cubic dependence at 

arbitrary 0 and :

Ramsey scheme with composite second pulse (including a 

phase jump of p in the beginning of second pulse):

=p/2

Condition for maximal 

contrast (1).



=r×p/2,r=0.9; 1.1 
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Comparison HR#1 vs HR#2 (numerical calc.)

10% variation of the Rabi frequency:
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The problem: what to do, if shift is very large |/0|>1. In this case the

cubic dependence is not good. There is a simplest solution:

to use an additional frequency jump step (produced by AOM) during

Ramsey pulses only (with fixed step) instead of additional shifting

laser.

In this case we will have the effective shift of the 

clock transition during Ramsey pulses

’=-step

whish can be easy controlled by step, 

i.e. it is easy to have the condition |‘/0|<<1 

and to use the cubic dependence for clock operation.
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First experimental realization of HR#2 

for 171Yb+ in PTB

The experiments demonstrate a suppression of

the light shift by four orders of magnitude and

an immunity against its fluctuations.

Note, we have this huge advantage practically

gratis, because we do not need to use

additional devices, we should use only special

type of the excitation.



Recent best results for ion clock using hyper-Ramsey method



Other modified hyper-Ramsey 
schemes



MHR – modified 

hyper-Ramsey 

scheme 





GHR – generalized 

hyper-Ramsey scheme 



However, both methods MHR and GHR did

not take into account the decoherence,

which can significantly influence on shift

suppression.



Next development: Synthetic Frequency 

Protocol in the Ramsey Spectroscopy of 

Clock Transitions



General idea of synthetic frequency
Previously [V.I.Yudin et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 030801 (2011)] the so-called

synthetic frequency method that allowed the suppression of the thermal

(BBR) shift in an atomic clock was proposed. However, the idea of this

method can be easy extended to the cancellation of arbitrary systematic shifts

(e.g., ac Stark shift, Zeeman shift, quadruple shift, and so on). Indeed, let us

consider two clock frequencies w(0)
1 and w(0)

2 (different in the general case).

Assume that due to a certain physical cause we have the stabilized

frequencies w(0)
1 and w(0)

2, which are shifted relative to the unperturbed

frequencies by the values 1 and 2:



A key advantage of this concept is that to construct the

shift-free frequency ωsyn, we do not need to know the

actual values of shifts 1 and 2 — we only need to

know their ratio ε12, which can be exactly calculated or

measured for many cases.

General idea of synthetic frequency



General idea for using in 

Ramsey spectroscopy

The position of the central Ramsey fringe is determined as

Where the probe-induced shift satisfies the following general 

dependence on free evolution interval T

It allows us to use the certain superposition of two stabilized 

frequencies                    for two different dark time intervals T1 and 

T2 , which zeros the main shift contribution A1/T: 

This frequency wsyn we 

will name as “synthetic 

frequency”







Combination of synthetic frequency protocol with original 

hyper-Ramsey scheme

Under |/|<<1 our 

calculations show the following 

general character of the 

dominating nonlinear 

dependencies on /:

Thus, we see significant 

shift suppression due to 

the use of synthetic 

frequency protocol 



Influence of decoherence



The main difference of these equations from the

Schrodinger equation consists in the presence of the

relaxation constant G>0 (for off-diagonal matrix

elements reg and rge), which describes the

decoherence. In particular, such simple model allows

us to estimate the influence of nonzero spectral width

of the probe field. To achieve this goal, we can assume

the order-of-magnitude agreement between the value G

and spectral width of the probe field. Similar

estimations are very important, because even best

modern lasers, used in atomic clocks, have the

spectral width at the level of 0.1 Hz. Moreover, there

are other possible causes of decoherence, which are

connected with an action of environment, collisions, an

influence of regimes of traps (or lattices), etc.



MHR

GHR

Synthetic frequency protocol in 

combination with original hyper-

Ramsey scheme

1. Under decoherence both methods MHR 

and GHR have nonzero residual shifts 

already.

2. Synthetic frequency protocol in combination 

with original hyper-Ramsey scheme gives 

much robust shift suppression than MHR and 

GHR.

Comparison between different hyper-Ramsey schemes 

in the presence of decoherence  (G≠0)



1. Our calculations show that for G>0.01- 0.001 Hz the synthetic

frequency protocol in combination with original hyper-Ramsey

scheme produces much more robust suppression of the probe-

induced shifts to the fractional level of 10-18-10-19 in comparison

with methods MHR and GHR. Moreover, our approach allows us

to achieve this level even for G>1 Hz .

2. Apart from the combination with Ramsey and hyper-Ramsey

spectroscopy for two-level systems, we have applied the synthetic

frequency protocol to the Ramsey spectroscopy of the coherent

population trapping (CPT) resonances. Our calculations show

significant suppression of the light shift for CPT-Ramsey clocks

with the use of synthetic frequency protocol. The same approach

can be also applied for so-called pulsed optical pumping (POP)

clocks. All these examples demonstrate an universality and

efficiency of synthetic frequency protocol, which can be used in

any type of clocks based on Ramsey spectroscopy.

Main advantages of synthetic frequency protocol
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Qualitative interpretation
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Rabi spectroscopy with p-pulse



Standard Ramsey scheme



Hyper-Ramsey #1


